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HELPING YOUR CHILD WITH READING
Phonics and phonological awareness are two of the vital building blocks for your child to learn to
read and write English. Our teachers explicitly teach both phonological awareness and phonics skills
almost simultaneously in their instruction.
Phonics is the method of teaching beginning readers to connect the sounds of spoken language with letters or a group
of letters part of phonics instruction involves the teaching of children to blend the sounds of letters together to form
words (technically referred to as decoding skills). When your child learns that the letter ‘A’ has the speech sound of /a/
as in Ant, or the letters CH together have the sound /ch/ as in ‘Chair’, they are learning phonics. Phonics instruction
typically starts with letters first and children are taught the sounds that those letters "stand for" or "make".
Phonological Awareness is the awareness of sounds only! There is no print. No letters are introduced, no sound to
symbol correspondence is taught.
Phonics involves the eyes AND ears. Phonological awareness involves just the ears. You can have phonological awareness without phonics but you cannot have phonics without phonological awareness.
Phonics is a way of teaching children the relationship between letters and sounds to form words, so they can learn to
read and write. Keep in mind that most words are in fact unfamiliar to early readers in print, even if they have spoken
knowledge of the word. Having letter-sound knowledge will allow your child to make the link between the unfamiliar
print words to their spoken knowledge. This transition from slowly sounding out a word, to rapidly recognising it, is
what we call “learning to read by sight”. Every reader must make this transition to read fluently.
It is true that there are many English words, such as yacht and isle that do not follow typical letter-sound rules. Even
then, research has shown that children can still learn these words successfully by decoding some parts of the word
(y … t for yacht), with help from spoken vocabulary knowledge to facilitate the learning.
Phonics is important not only because this knowledge allows children to read on their own, but it is also a learning
mechanism that builds up a good print word dictionary that can be quickly accessed.
Of course, reading effectively (whether to learn or for pleasure) is not just about phonics or having a decent store of
single words. Functional reading requires several other skills such as good vocabulary, the ability to extract inferences,
and synthesise and hold information in memory across several sentences. But if your single word reading is not efficient, comprehension is going to be dramatically affected.
How can I support my child as they learn phonics and phonological awareness?
Here are a few ideas to help you support your child’s learning journey in literacy.
1.
Speak to your child’s teacher: Find out what sounds your child is learning and has already learnt in school.
2.
Play simple phonics word games: Ones that involve listening and recognising the sounds your child knows or is
learning at school, for example:
* Sound Eye Spy: E.g. “I spy with my little eye something that begins with the sound….” or “What other things
can you find that begin with that sound?”
* Sound Scavenger Hunt: Write/draw a list of items for your child to find in the garden/house all beginning with
the same letter and they have to tick off & say the sound when they find it. Extend these by getting them to add
more to the list.
3.
Don’t forget about rhyming games, songs and tongue twisters: Young children love these and they will support
your child in hearing speech sounds that are the same and that are different.
4.
Continue to read to and with your child as often as you can: Reading will get them thinking about words and
sounds from the get-go as well as develop their imagination and grow vocabulary. Alongside printed text, think
about sharing an ebook with your child on a tablet, this can make for a fun, highly interactive storytelling experience which will make them want to keep coming back for more.
IMPORTANT DATES

Kind regards


Jennifer O’Connor
Assistant Principal Prep- 2 Learning Community


NO SCHOOL FOR PREPSWednesday 26th February

3/4 swimming starts Monday 24th February
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